Key specifications (Europe SKU):4

Key features:

Nokia X10
Live fast, unwind. With 5G.

Superfast 5G1 and Full HD+ screen lets you power through your work. Nokia
X10’s 48MP quad camera with ZEISS Optics will capture all that’s important to
you and the pro colour-grading tools will help you present your ideas with
serious oomph. The 100% compostable case, designed to be hard on the
ground and soft on the Earth, is included for additional protection.
Work and unwind at 5G warp speed.
5G can power up your business by letting you do more, quicker. Video
conference, send files, download big presentations, and make connections –
up to 20x faster2.
Immerse yourself in more than work.
The Full HD+ screen is perfect for working on the go, video calling, presenting
pitches or getting totally and utterly lost in an epic movie at the end of an epic
day.
Share your work with the world.
Our latest 48MP quad camera with ZEISS Optics combined with a full suite of
editing and grading tools, means you’ve got everything you need to create
standard-raising photos and videos. And with 5G you can share the inspiration
instantly.
Beautifully reliable - with series-defying performance.
With two colourways inspired by the Scandinavian landscape, its robust
enough to take everyday knocks, and looks great doing it. The Qualcomm®
Snapdragon™ 480 5G Mobile Platform means you’re in for some seriously fast
speeds, while still being able to enjoy up to two-day battery life3.
Three years of upgrades. Three-year warranty.
Enjoy the latest Android™ 11 now, and new features in the future, with up to
three years of OS upgrades and monthly security updates. All of that is covered
by a three-year warranty, so you can keep your phone for longer.

Band/CA:

GSM: 850, 900, 1800, 1900 | WCDMA: 1, 2, 5, 8
LTE: 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 20, 28, 38, 39, 40, 41 (Full)
5G NR sub6 TDD: n78, n41/31
5G NR sub6 FDD: n1, n3, n5, n7, n28
4x4MiMo 1, 3, 7, 41, n78

OS:

Android™ 11 | three years of upgrades

CPU:

Qualcomm® Snapdragon™ 480 5G

Memory
and storage:

RAM/ROM: 6/64GB,, 6/128GB, 4/128GB5 | MicroSD card slot
supports up to 512GB | Google Drive

Display:

6.67” FHD+ punch-hole display | Aspect ratio 20:9 | Resolution
1080 x 2400 | Brightness 450 nits (typ.), NTSC (typ.) 82% |
Flicker-free dimming

Camera
and flash:

Main: 48MP AF + 5MP FF UW + 2MP FF Depth + 2MP Macro |
ZEISS Optics
Front: 8MP FF

Connectivity:

802.11 b/g/n/ac | Bluetooth® 5.0 | GPS/AGPS, GLONASS, Galileo
| Ambient light sensor | Proximity sensor | Accelerometer (Gsensor) | E-compass | Gyroscope | Google AR support | NFC (eSE
supported) | FM radio

Battery:

4470mAh6, Non-removable | 9V2A charging

I/O:

Type-C USB (USB 2.0) | 3.5mm audio jack

Dimensions:

168.94 x 79.7 x 9.1mm | Weight 210g

SIM slot:

Nano SIM + Nano SIM/MicroSD hybrid slot (2-in-3)

Other:

Google Assistant button7 | Biometric face unlock | Side
fingerprint sensor | aptX/aptX HD/aptX Adaptive | AI imaging |
OZO audio | Android Enterprise Recommended | IP52

1 5G

Colours:

Forest

Snow

Nokia X10 sales package includes:
• Nokia X10 device
• “Quick Start” guide
• Type-C USB cable
• SIM tray tool

•
•

100% compostable case
Screen protector

coverage is limited and might not be supported by your network service provider. Actual speed depends on network and
other factors. 2 According to internal testing of HMD Global, in live 4G networks a compatible phone has an average data
transfer speed of approximately 60 Mbps. In live 5G networks, Nokia X10 can reach data transfer speeds of up to 1.2 Gbps. 3
Based on real life usage test by HMD Global. See more info at www.nokia.com/phones/nokia-x-10. 4 All specifications, features
and other product information provided are subject to change without notice. 5 Pre-installed system software and apps use a
significant part of memory space. 6 Battery has limited recharge cycles and battery capacity reduces over time. Eventually the
battery may need to be replaced. 7 Google Assistant is not available in certain languages and countries. Where not available,
Google Assistant is replaced by Google Search. Check availability at https://support.google.com/assistant.
HMD Global Oy is the exclusive licensee of the Nokia brand for phones & tablets. Nokia is a registered trademark of Nokia
Corporation. Android and Google are trademarks of Google LLC. Qualcomm and Snapdragon are trademarks of Qualcomm
Incorporated, registered in the United States and other countries.

